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Reading: Try oil - suppress.

I make short historical diges of labor
where evidence of studies - cause
and un-solution - loss
unemployment

 accredited full statement

47 Or new rule arrangement causer
for this rest of their Not Can't - beat - can of economies.

37. Failure inside industry to handle problem - dismiss Govt. & public
failure inside the cellular machine

Steeple - hi business primary handling

of unemployment with Mind 2 remember
no council names - bill inspired from
alone million - nepotism of explosive
the way of Nuiga not - made clear

Co-operatives in handling self

self - support.
Preliminary sketch this afternoon of present organization and each of it's ranks under no caporal in no of them vanbran of agape then by employer or employeed.
J. C.'s Theory - Redraw for referring Emurn painere then the absent head -
—
Wife of Johnson about strike.
Set copy of shop paper.
Substitute for Minus - shuf conside.
effectiveness in handling sylvain.
unemployment - effectively li.
Dress - study actualシバリ at once.

Prescient: Planning mutual help in today's song - studying causes.
Depart J. Klumt.
EduSallein stop cancer meany EduSallein.
The real body that cannot be seen

new believe in progress—progress

under science—beau frère

real under democracy is possible

Do we see science as

true test of trial cure for any

evil-known? It is producing

new cure. And if only as

an episode in evolution—

filling a role for influences—

may of us will lead
civilization—develop

social science of synthetic

machinery—beet in industry

effect because ignorance

of truth has been done

of the Gregory at

end
Education needed particularly in regard to receipt, expenditure of ways, salaries, duties, profit, saving. In every about district of Wednesday.

I merely outline in高三 of last income tax applied.


What should the division be? A, each accordingly a-put effort.


What needed -

A lady giving value sessions.

See Bill Biederman - Mrs. Eldalein.

Now about profit - what are they. They are cut full.
Education needed from all to 
understand that the future 
is an essential factor in 
our economic problem. Under 
many employes do not see this 
point of view in regard to 
profits. Wages in the 
envelope - wages the present 
public policy. A dollar in 1899 is a day - 
1879 a day and not a day. If they - "suffered it 
would always go on." Educators 
needed. Don't blame and 
blame the industry that had 
no method of educating its 
workers. Many oil producers 
easily multitasking.
Hille c. P. inevitably you must turn to service in explanation much back if a present disturbing situation.

The face the present unemployment any C.P. will get to expert nattle - profitably tariff be effec
cy industrious educate in alpy.

such as well as in industri

result - y Education - enlarge mind y industri - see others make yourself - I.E. lantern

B. Main Lowell -
Campus supply ville - mill and trends
Effie y' Education Tech dome Japanese forge -
What is the duty of public health and mind of prejudice.

Substance and facts. Also the phys... yet some ideas of the whole.

Test are surging through the mind of the progressive experience.

1. Empathy
2. Seeing technique, reinforcement
3. Mastering edifice

Employee: The knight - conscientious progress, radical, versatile.

What is belief? Can ill ideas

shill a policemen club. Best cultivator.

2 need for challenge to intelligence...
In some of the burden of education

...